Abstract. This paper describes a computational method for improving the accuracy of a given singular value and its associated left and right singular vectors. The method is analogous to iterative improvement for the solution of linear systems. That is, by means of a low-precision computation, an iterative algorithm is applied to increase the accuracy of the singular value and vectors; extended precision computations are used in the residual calculation. The method is related to Newton's method applied to the singular value problem and inverse iteration for the eigenvalue problem. 
1. The basic algorithm. In a recent paper, Dongarra, Moler and Wilkinson [1] described an algorithm for improving an approximation to a simple eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector. In this paper we extend and modify the algorithm to cover the singular value problem. We know that the singular values of a matrix are well conditioned in the sense that small changes in the matrix result in small changes in the singular values. The singular vectors may not be well determined and may vary drastically with small changes in the matrix. In [3] , Stewart describes a somewhat analogous procedure for determining error bounds and obtaining corrections to the singular values and vectors associated with invariant subspaces. Here we describe a procedure for improving a single or arbitrary singular value and singular vectors using the previously computed factorization.
We begin with a brief description of the basic algorithm. Given 
The approach is to find the zeros of f(x). Newton's method applied to this problem is
where
The above method expressed in matrix notation is then just a restatement of (1.8),
ignoring the second order terms in the right-hand side.
Notice that since the method is equivalent to Newton's method, we could compute the left and right singular vectors, given a close approximation to the singular value.
3. Effects of various factorizations. If we have computed the singular value decomposition and retained the matrices produced during the factorization, each singular value and the corresponding singular vectors can be improved in O(mn)
operations. We will assume that the matrices U, E, and V are available such that A UE V T. Then the coefficient matrix in (1.8) can be decomposed into the form This factored form can be used to simplify (1.8 -o-I + I--RT"R.
Unlike (3.5), this matrix is full and, unfortunately, the factor R cannot be used to simplify the process since the matrix R rR is being modified by a rank n matrix, trI. The matrices used here come from the original paper by Golub and Reinsch [2] . The results from the improvement algorithm on this problem are given in Table 1 . All results were achieved using single precision computations except to accumulate the residuals. The method used was based on the factored form of (3.1). See Table 2 . The singular values displayed in Table 2 As in the case of a single singular value, if one has access to the matrix factorization then the matrix problem can easily be solved.
In and an eigenvalue problem of order k.
